Join the North Las Vegas Library District

SUMMER CHALLENGE!

JUNE 1 - JULY 31, 2020

FOR ALL AGES & LEVELS
READ ALL SUMMER
WIN AWESOME PRIZES
SKIP THE SUMMER SLIDE

Join the Challenge at
nlvld.org
and earn prizes

NORTH LAS VEGAS LIBRARY DISTRICT

CCSD
CLARK COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT

ALEXANDER LIBRARY | 1755 W. ALEXANDER RD | NORTH LAS VEGAS | 89032 | 702.633.2880
ALIANTE LIBRARY | 2400 W. DEER SPRINGS WAY | NORTH LAS VEGAS | 89084 | 702.839.2980
NORTH LAS VEGAS LIBRARY | 2250 LAS VEGAS BVLD N | NORTH LAS VEGAS | 89030 | 702.633.1070